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Abstract
Gray, Andrew Taylor. M. Arch. The University of Memphis. August 2015.
Context in Mind: Contextual Influences in Architecture. Major Professor:
Jennifer Thompson.
I was fortunate to grow up near New Orleans, Louisiana, a city overflowing
in culture and history. Growing up there taught me about the influence
of architecture on a place and how it comes into existence out of the
surrounding context. Memphis, Tennessee, like New Orleans, is a city rich
in culture and history, but due that every place that makes up the earth’s
landscape is different in some way, Memphis is another city along the
Mississippi River with unique features that set it apart from other places
around the globe. The thesis investigates those unique features and how
architecture should differ, depending on the direct influence of the context.
By understanding the context of the chosen site and letting it guide design
decisions, the thesis will act as an example of how architecture is the
organic result of the contextual influences embedded in a place.
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Preface

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
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Figure 1: New Orleans Streetscape

Design Philosophy
I believe that design is a never ending process which involves the exploration
of past experiences and develops from within the physical and social
contexts of a place. This new found philosophy has matured over time
and continues to develop throughout my journey and life in architecture.
Though the word “design” can have many different interpretations, its use
in architecture originates from a specific place or context. I believe this can
be seen through history, as well as through my own experiences, travelling
and exploring (see Figures 2,3,and 4).

Figure 3: Site Sketching (Nasher Sculpture Garden)

My goal in architecture is to create places that have meaning, and most
importantly, architecture that is accepted into a place by the people. This is
achieved by remembering my past experiences in life and in architecture,
as well as exploring the culture and history of each place in which a design
will be implemented. I hope to create architecture that embraces the culture
and the history of a place, instead of “stand-alone architecture” which
fights against the culture and the natural environment of a place.

Explorations through travel have played an essential role in the development
of my design philosophy. We are blessed to live in a great country that is
rich in history and culture; however, globalization has eroded this richness.
I believe that architecture is one of the factors to blame when it comes to
taking the visual culture and history out of a specific place. I was fortunate
to grow up near New Orleans, Louisiana, a city overflowing in culture and
history. Growing up there taught me at an early age about the influence of
architecture on a place and how it relates to the surrounding context. The
buildings of New Orleans have visual continuity which makes them play a
harmonic role - bringing people into focus. All of this came to my attention
well before my studies in architecture, so it seemed like the right thing to
do. It wasn’t unitil I enrolled in architecture school that I began to see that
architecture is done differently around the world.
Early in my architectural journey, I began to think of architecture in the way
I believe most of the world views architecture, as decontextualized. I began
to design in a contemporary fashion, just because it appeared “cool” or
was something that I saw in an architectural magazine. This resulted in
designs with no meaning. Through many long nights and hours of struggle,
I realized that I got away from my roots and what makes a place so special
and meaningful. After traveling back home, I realized that architecture isn’t
a style, nor is it a project that has no relation to context; instead architecture
should embody a living, breathing, regenerative design methodology, with
people being the main audience. In order for architecture to become a living
entity, it is the people that have to embrace and accept into a specific place
or community.
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Figure 2: Site Sketching (Thorncrown Chapel)

Figure 4: Graduate Studio Presentation
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Section One

INTRODUCTION
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Figure 5: Project Site

Manifesto
In the beginning of time, before buildings, the earth’s landscape consisted
of natural features such as valleys and hills, prairies and plains, rivers and
oceans; it was covered in enough plant life that the earth’s appearance
seemed shaded in green. This was the earth as it appeared to the first
settlers. Looking at the given circumstances as it was in the beginning raises
the question: How does one build shelter or even know where to begin?
The answer lies in the context.

Figure 6: Site Image (Harahan Bridge)

Architecture is the organic result of the contextual influence in a specific
place. I do not mean organic architecture as Frank Llyod Wright describes
it, nor in the actual shape, form, or size, which is seen in the works of
other architects, such as Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman, and Zaha Hadid.
Instead, organic is the overall process of how architecture comes to be
in a given place. Architecture organically comes to existence out of the
context of a given place, much like what is described in critical regionalism
and vernacular architecture. My view on architecture differs from these
slightly: architecture should not only be critical to a specific region, as
seen in critical regionalism, nor should it be derived only from the use
of local building methods and materials, seen is vernacular architecture.
Instead architecture should be a catalyst to create harmony with the natural
environment and the context. For me, context consists of many factors:
culture, history, topography, climate, natural materials, plant species, and
the people, the most important component in the definition of context.
Contextual influences made architecture what it is today and they are the
main reason why we have many different architectural influences present
in today’s time.
Architectural influences came to existence out of a given place, making
them unique to a specific region. Historically, architecture appeared
different depending on the geographical location. In Rome, the architecture
was different than in Spain; in Spain, the architecture was different than in
New Orleans; and in New Orleans, the architecture was different than in the
plains of Texas. This visual difference depending on location is not typically
seen in today’s world. Architectural influences have been multiplying rapidly
and have essentially made these original styles translocate. Architecture
has become more global instead of local, resulting in architecture with no
identity to a given place. Identity is found with the natural environment and
the context of a place, because every place is different when considering
the context.

Figure 7: Site Image (On-Ramp)

Architecture’s current state has been mostly overtaken by a universal
dominance. Architecture has turned its back on its origin and is going
farther and farther away from its natural roots, away from being embedded
in the natural world. By this assertion, architecture should be reflection
of the natural world and the contextual features in which it provides. As
Vincent Scully states, “Architecture is the reflection of humanity’s response
to the natural world.”1 This same response can be seen as early as the
Native Americans, where man’s role with nature was an integrated one. Like
the Native Americans, as well as many early architects inspired by Louis
Sullivan, architecture was merely a celebration of the natural environment.
This same celebration needs to return to architecture instead of fighting
against the natural environment and context.
In The Upcycle, William Mcdonough and Michael Braungart state:
The idea that nature is seperate from humans, unspoiled
and sacred, is well-meaning, because it attempts to make
us think about our environment and its needs, but it often
leads people to consider their own systems, their processes
and products, as removed from nature.2
My fear as an architect is designing “stand-alone architecture,” which is
removed from the culture and the natural environment of a place. In order to
prevent this from happening, my intention and main focus should always be
invested in the context and the natural features of a given place. Contextual
influences will act as the driving force behind all of my architectural
endeavors. By allowing these elements to drive design, architecture will
begin to become more local instead of global. This is where the origins of
organic architecture lie.

1. The Santa Lucia Preserve, “A Modest Manifesto of the Santa Lucia Preserve,” 20.
2. Braungart, Michael, Mcdonough, William, The Upcycle, 27.

Context in Mind
Architecture is the organic result of the contextual influences embedded in
a place. By this assertion, every place that makes up the earth’s landscape
is different in some way, which has historically resulted in architecture
specific to a place. Current architecture has turned its back on these
localized influences and has instead turned to a universal way of design.
Architecture should be local, not universal. By practicing in this manner and
by truly exploring the natural features of a given context, architecture will
exemplify unique characteristics of a place, resulting in architecture which
manifests a strong identity. Architecture is not just a building, a structure,
a piece of art, or the natural features of the landscape; it is the harmonic
confluence of these elements within a place where true meaning comes
into existence.

Site Descripton
The site chosen for the implementation of the thesis project is located in West
Memphis, Arkansas at the foot of the Harahan Bridge. The project site is
rich in history and culture and is filled with many unique site characteristics.
Some of the unique features include: three bridges-Harahan, Frisco, and
Memphis-Arkansas; wetlands; grasslands; and, a covering of many plant
species that give the site a jungle-like appearance (see Figures 6 and 7).
These features are just some of the characteristics for why the site was
chosen. The selection of this site also takes into account the Harahan
Bridge Project. The Harahan Bridge Project will act as the catalyst for
destination and the main way of access for the visitors of the proposed
Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecologoical Park. By allowing the
contextual features and influences to act as the basis for design, the design
implementation will then take on a contextualized appearance, becoming a
living entity within the context of the place.
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Section Two

THEORETICAL RESEARCH

5
Figure 8: Thorncrown Chapel

Theoretical Research
Architectural identity is found from within its origins, embedded in the
natural world and the context. Through exploration within a given context,
architecture can address the unique characteristics of a place, resulting
in architecture that manifests a strong identity and becomes accepted by
the most important element of context, the people. This acceptance and
connection between people and architecture is what makes a location a
place and a place a home. This thesis asserts that contextual influences are
important in all architecture – from the small scale of individual buildings
to large scale of community developments, urban design, and city planning
and serve the main purpose of creating place accepted by community
instead of attempting to fight against the context.

Architecture and Culture

Figure 9: Tropical Vernacular Architecture

Figure 10: Four-Season Architecture

The word culture is a term that originates deep from within the social and
natural context of a place. “Culture is a feature of humanity and our heritage
is a major expression of the continuity of our culture, and this humanity,
helps us to understand and express ourselves in our world . . . . Cultural
heritage is enriched in every single one of our lives and provides us with a
window to our past and helps us to make sense of the present.”1 Culture is
a term that is made up of many different elements: people, history, social
structure, society, religion, and social values, among others. But in the big
picture, the term “culture” is placed in the category of context.2
The word “context”, in architectural language, can take on many definitions
and can be perceived differently depending on the individual. Context is
everything from the physical to the non-physical elements, all which impact
architecture. Context includes all of the external elements that influence an
object. These elements are physical and non-physical. Roads, buildings,
and land contours are examples of physical elements, while non-physical
elements include weather conditions, local culture, as well as political and
economic constraints.3 This idea of context is one of the most important
factors in the origins of architecture as well as the history of architecture.
Architecture is more than building design; it is not simply a building, a
structure, a piece of art, or the natural features of the landscape; it is the
harmonic confluence of these elements in a given place.4

1. Department of Planning and Community Development, “What is Cultural Heritage?,” 1.
2. Sahabuddin, “How Important is Context in Contemporary Architectural Design,” 2.
3. Ibid., 2.
4. Ibid., 2.
Figure 11: New Orleans Cobblestone Streets

Context in Architecture
Context in architecture is vital to the success of every architectural element
no matter the location. Every place that makes up the earth’s landscape
is different and elucidates unique contextual characteristics that serve to
separate one place from another. “For example, the house design in a
tropical country should be different than one which is located in a country
with a four season climate.”5 (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). Unique
contextual characteristics of a given location should also make a difference
in the design process and should act as the driving force. “The context
determines the architectural style, building material selection and site
layout, which is very important in creating an effective design . . . . All
these promote continuity between the building and local circumstances.”6

Historical and Cultural Importance in Architecture
The acceptance by people of a given location is what makes a location a
place. For example, New Orleans is a place rich in culture and history; but it
has not always held this identity. “New Orleans is a port at the bend of the
Mississippi River which was historically ruled by the French.”7 Through the
process of development of the city, different features began to appear due
to the location as well as the interaction of the people. “The architecture
of New Orleans was developed with a French architectural style, which
was influenced by the people, and cobblestone streets were introduced
due to ships carrying cobblestone from Europe which acted as ballast
providing weight for the ships long journey.”8 (see Figure 11). These two
different elements seem minor, but they are examples of how cultures can
originate from given circumstances, such as the people and local features
of a specific place. Each one of these elements was of equal importance
in making New Orleans such a distinct place and a great example of a place
where natural features helped to create not only a culture that is unique to a
place, but also a community with life.

5. Sahabuddin, “How Important is Context in Contemporary Architectural Design,” 3.
6. Ibid., 2.
7. History.com, “New Orleans.”
8. Ibid.
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A Universal Dominance (Local Instead of Global)

Figure 12: Frank Gehry (Opus Building-Hong Kong)

The world is full of architects that have developed their own personal,
“coined” design style; they are hired to design simply because of that. Frank
Gehry is a great example of an architect that designs with his own personal
style no matter the location (see Figure 12). “Frank Gehry has been quoted
saying, ‘I do not do context’.”9 This same trait is seen in many of the
top architects practicing in the world today and their works prevent visual
continuity in context. “There are several almost insurmountable obstacles to
this simple decision to encourage visual continuity in architectural design….
The most prominent of these is the architect’s ego.”10 The architect’s job
to be flexible with the way he or she approaches a project and essentially
every project should be different because every place is different.
“However, this is rarely seen in the world today, which often results in a
building that lacks individuality and results in many examples of structures
that fall under the term of universalization.”11 This is an immense tragedy
in architecture today. “When the context is ignored and the influence of
universal architecture takes control then there will always be a missing link
between the old architecture and the new architecture of a local context.”12
Due to architecture’s current state of universal dominance, it is moving
farther and farther away from its origins, away from being embedded in the
natural environment.
In Architecture in Context, Brolin suggests:
the first thing to do in relearning the skills of designing
in context is to exorcise this link from our architectural
vocabulary. . . .first solve the purely visual problem of
relating directly to what is there; the visual cues from the
rest of the design should then come more easily from what
was learned in making the direct connection.13
Universalization, often referred to as globalization, is a real problem in the
world of architecture; it leads to architecture that looks the same no matter
the location. It can arguably be the largest threat to architecture; but more
importantly, it goes against the foundation of architecture. Stern finds that,
“architects are thinking globally instead of locally.”14

Figure 13: Tadao Ando (Water Temple)

9. Craig, “‘Smackdown’ with Frank Gehry.”
10. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, p. 138.
11. Ando, “Facing Up to the Crisis in Architecture,” 450.
12. Ibid., 143.
13. Ibid., 143.
14. Stern, “How Globalization is Changing Architecture,” Abstract DVD.

This universal approach seems to have a “universal” dominance in
architecture that challenges the existence of the cultural importance of
local architecture. The result of this universal style of architecture is simply
architecture that lacks individuality.
Architecture has evolved into being part of a universal type of civilization
instead of where it belongs, which is the culture.15
In Facing up to the Crisis in Architecture, Tadao Ando states:
People with their diverse emotions and wills are lumped
together and labeled ’ the masses ’ and are deprived of their
individual character. . . . Architectural creation is particularly
individualistic work, but the trend today is to divorce
production from individuals and to leave the making of things
to organizations. . . . Individualistic dreams and emotion
that were once such important elements in architecture are
being replaced with mediocrity and common sense.16
There are many architects that design in this way and let the individualistic
needs of contextual features influence the design. “Tadao Ando is an
architect that does a fascinating job that pays a deep tribute and appreciation
to local culture and tradition . . . . He takes these cultural features as well
as principles from his Japanese culture and designs places in a new and
modern way.”17 Even though most of Ando’s designs are made from
non-contextual features, such as concrete, the implementation of this
contemporary materials is done in a way where it appears gentle and
complements the surrounding contextual features (see Figure 13). This
was Ando’s approach to critical regionalism and is the main reason why his
designs are places with meaning, which relates to the local people instead
of the mass majority of people around the globe.
Moving away from a universal design of architecture means that architects
should move away from some of the early principles of Modernism. Many
modern architects believe that, as architects, they should not make the local
context the driving force behind their designs. “Early in their training, young
architects learn to design buildings, that stand out from it’s surroundings
that are readily identifiable as ‘architect-designed.’”18
This is the current state of architectural creativity: Architects simply

15. Ando, “Facing Up to the Crisis in Architecture,” 450.
16. Ibid., 450.
17. Martin, “Tadao Ando and Critical Regionalism.”
18. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, 138.

think that in design, when considering context, architecture will become
an imitation instead of demonstrating individualistic characteristics and
architectural advancements.
Brolin furthers this point:
Our present definition of artistic originality and the idea of
fitting new architecture with old are like oil and water. To
respect the dignity of a neighborhood by designing a new
building that fits so well that it is not easily identified as new
is incompatible with the view that originality is the prime
measure of the artist’s ability. If a building blends in too
well now, it is assumed that the architect was just not very
inventive.19
An architect’s duty is to serve the people; ideally the people of a specific
place and culture. The profession is getting wrapped up in the universal
elements of design, instead of what is local.

Returning Back to Context
Contemporary architects often get confused when fitting a building into
the context of a place. They think the same way that most of the early
Modernists thought, that contextual architecture means an imitation of the
existing architecture. This is where the misunderstanding occurs. Context
of a place is not an architectural style; it has many more elements that play
a vital role. Those elements can include materials previously used, local
materials native to the land and the ornamentation of the existing building.20
The purpose of using these components is to provide visual character in
creating a place that appears holistic with no missing voids. “The link, or
return, has been a panacea for architects, solving all the problems of fitting
new buildings to old by allowing us to pretend that the old is no longer there
and once the link is in place, we seem to feel that we can ignore whatever is
on the other side.”21 This is the wrong way to approach architecture. The
history of a place cannot be ignored, even in its visual texture.
Visual textures are not specific architectural styles but
seem to be very important in the technique of connecting
the new buildings to the old . . . . When designing a freestanding building for an existing context, the visual texture,

19. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, 138.
20. Ibid., 143.
21. Ibid., 143.
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composed primarily of small scale details (ornament) is
usually the critical element . . . . While it is not necessarily
recommended, one can ignore many of the theoretically more
important design criteria and still succeed by maintaining
this visual texture . . . . To understand its constituents, we
should study the architectural elements that contribute to its
character in the existing context.22 (see Figure 14).
Visual textures create a visual experience that not only relates to the existing
context but to the people of the place.
Figure 14: Old vs. New (Visual Continuity)

Contextual Features Promote Individualism
In the creation of buildings, the process should be driven by the connection
and interaction of the structure with the people who will dwell in the
structure, because, ultimately, “we shape our buildings, and afterwards
our buildings shape us.”23 This is true in all areas of architecture. With the
interaction of people and place, the architecture acts as a living entity. This
can be seen in indigenous culture: “Flow, continual flow, continual change,
continual transformation” is how Pueblo Indian architectural historian Rina
Swentzel describes her culture and her home village.24 Architecture in this
way becomes an organic process by the way it grows and develops over
the duration of its life.

Figure 15: Vernacular Architecture, Scotland

Figure 16: Town Meeting (Leland, MS)

A building continually growing and transforming over its lifetime needs
to account for the people. This is most successfully done through
understanding the principles of vernacular architecture. “The term vernacular
architecture has been borrowed by historians from linguists, to mean the
native language of a region.”25 It can mean “widespread”, “ordinary”, and
“beneath notice.”26 Vernacular architecture is an individualistic type of
architecture because the architecture is designed for individuals and their
way of life. This is the contributing factor that makes each individual place
of architecture unique. “In architectural terms, vernacular buildings can be
seen as the opposite of whatever is ‘academic’, ‘high style’, and ‘polite.’”27

22. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, 143.
23. Brand, How Buildings Learn : What Happens After they’Re Built, 3.
24. Ibid., 3.
25. Ibid., 3.
26. Ibid., 132.
27. Ibid., 132.

Historically, this has meant architecture that was not designed by someone
who had academic architectural training:
A man wants a house. He talks with a builder. Together
they design the house out of their shared experience, their
culture of what a house should be. There is no need for
formal plans. Students of vernacular architecture search for
plans, wish for plans, but should not be surprised that they
find none. The existence of plans on paper is an indicator
of cultural weakening. The amount of detail in a plan is an
exact measure of the degree of cultural disharmony; the
more minimal the plan, the more completely the architectural
idea abides in the separate minds of architect and client.28
This not only questions the role of an architect; it also brings about an
understanding of the absence of craftsmanship in the world today. Though
technology may be a large factor in this assessment, the architect also has
some responsibility. Architects design with the intent of using materials that
are mass produced, which makes construction costs cheaper and reduces
the time of construction. It is the universal approach of one size fits all.
‘One size fits all’ rarely provides a very good fit. A better fit
requires accommodating to the many ways in which people
differ. Some differences are due to the characteristics of
a culture and even to the local history of a place. Others
may have to do with the particular needs and inclinations
of the people in an area. Without an exploration of local
variations, the best laid plans and most creative solutions
are vulnerable.29
This one size fits all approach takes all craftsmanship out of the design
process and the overall design of architecture. Craftsmanship is placedbased; it is passed down from generation to generation and develops from
within the context of a place. The downfall of craftsmanship in today’s world
is that it is not cheap and is not visually “new” in a technological sense.
However, it is important because of its visual continuity and appearance.

28. Brand, How Buildings Learn : What Happens After they’Re Built, 132.
29. Kaplan, Stephen Kaplan, and Robert Ryan., With People in Mind Design and Management of
Everyday Nature, 123.

“The visual appearance of architecture being hand-crafted is where the
true beauty of craftsmanship in vernacular architecture lies.”30 (see Figure
15). If architects hire craftsman of the place, then the lifespan of the
architecture will increase because the building was built by someone who
knows the culture and the client’s needs within the given context. Since
the architecture will be built by someone of the same culture, instead of
someone with no local knowledge, it will act as the link to contextual design.
That interaction, between people and place, is very important in not only the
overall acceptance of a building in a specific context, but also to the overall
goal of the designer’s intention. The intention to create a building with a
greater holistic understanding serves the context by becoming part of the
community.31
However, this is a difficult task due to the exploration of the local community
and the context in which it is in. This is the reason that many architects
opt out of the process. This challenge is very important because in order
to truly understand a specific context one must actually become a part of
the community for an extended period of time during the design process:
Culture is a way of life of a place. It is the best way to
accept the constraints of a place and is followed from
generation to generation. Sometimes it becomes a symbol
and identity of a place. Adaptation into the architecture is
the most popular way to show the identity of a place.33

Architecture of the Community
With these contextual elements and culture as the basis of design,
architecture with strong identity can vary in scale from small projects, such
as a house, to much larger projects, such as urban design and community
development projects. In community development, urban design, and

30. Brand, How Buildings Learn : What Happens After they’Re Built, 132-133.
31. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, 11.
32. I got to experience the power of this first hand in my undergraduate studies while working on a
community redevelopment project in Leland, Mississippi (see Figure 16). As a class, we stayed
in Leland for three days to not only learn the layout of the land but to get to know the people
of the community. Through many discussions with the local people, we found out they were
all passionate about certain elements of their culture and very passionate about the town’s
history. After gaining this knowledge through their personal storytelling, we used these elements
as a basis of our design and this created a link to the people of the community of Leland. As
architects, it is our job to find the elements of a given culture that are the driving force behind the
people of a community; in doing just that, it will result in creating spaces that become part of the
community with a strong identity.
33. Sahabuddin, Firrdhaus, “How Important is Context in Contemporary Architectural Design,” 9.
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city planning, local context is just as important (possibly more so) as an
individual piece because of the much larger scale. The architect deals first
hand with the most important element of context, the people. The most
common assigned tasks for architects pertaining to the process of a large
scale project are developing a basic master plan.34 The context continues
to play an important role during the process of developing this plan but the
people are the most important factor in the plan’s overall success. “Even
the un-acceptance of an individual building can confuse the identity and will
hurt the overall image of a place.”35 It becomes a location with no “sense
of place.”

Figure 17: Cooper Union Building

The Cooper Union Building in New York City is a good example of a building
that fails to connect to the context and the place around it.36 (see Figure 17).
Fred Kent states, “We all realize that a ‘sense of place’ is of fundamental
value to people everywhere in every city, every town, every neighborhood,
and every culture, for all ages.”37 Without the acceptance of the architecture
by the people it prevents this “sense of place” from being achieved. All
architecture must work together while remaining enriched in culture in order
to achieve success in buildings supporting a community with a strong
identity and “sense of place.”
In The Architecture of Community, Leon Krier further states:
Before the panorama of a beautiful city we are often struck
by the splendid coherence of the whole, of form, purpose,
materials, symbols, and colors. On the other hand, nothing
can be more tiresome than ugliness; there is no defense
against its powerfully corrosive effects. A beautiful building
by itself is unable to improve a sordid settlement, but a
single ugly building can kill the soul of a proud city.38
Each individual element in a community is important in preserving its identity.
When the people of a community accept the building, the architecture will
become a part of the community. It will then act as a living organism within
the realm of the people living in a given community, and will eventually take
on a less important role, falling to the background, allowing the people and
other native species of a place to be the main focus.39

Figure 18: Courthouse in Dowtown Columbia

34. Churchill, The City is the People. 131.
35. Brolin, Architecture in Context : Fitting New Buildings with Old, 15.
36. Kent, “Toward an Architecture of Place: Moving Beyond Iconic to Extraordinary.”
37. Ibid.
38. Krier, The Architecture of Community, 439.
39. Brand, How Buildings Learn : What Happens After they’Re Built, 210.

People Impact Architecture and Vice Versa
Throughout the history of the world some of the most successful
communities and towns have been the ones that were not planned or
organized by a trained professional.40 So what makes these communities
so special and better than others around the world? The answer lies not
in the architecture of a place, but in the people. People impact architecture
and vice versa. That relationship between architecture and people is clearly
seen in a successful community.41
If architecture relies on the interaction of the people and those people alone
act as the community, then what is the role of the architect? Architects
should take the democratic role in society and make the context the force
behind all design. “Users must have the right to participate in design with
architects and planners, and to abandon the role of mere consumers . . . .
By this process, the dwelling loses much of its character as a commodity,
and the user participates in determining its economic value.”42 Architects
should take the role of idea generators and the people of a given context
should be the driving force behind those ideas.

40. Krier, The Architecture of Community, 439.
41. I was very fortunate to experience a place with a strong sense of community at an early age well
before my studies in architecture. In 2006, my hometown Columbia, Mississippi, was destroyed
by Hurricane Katrina. The town of Columbia was in total disarray and all of the significant
architecture/infrastructure was destroyed. However, there was something about this time of
turmoil that really stood out. Even though all of the architecture of the community was destroyed,
the community appeared stronger than ever because all of the people worked together in order to
survive. Each person was very dependent on another and, therefore, the people alone acted as a
place of shelter, due to the lack of physical shelter. All of the worldly demographics that generally
separate people such as race, age, gender, and income did not matter during these tough times
simply because everyone was equal. Since everyone became equal, the culture became the
mutual driving force for survival. The people started going back to their contextual roots by
adapting to methods of survival used during the times without the technological advancements
that we have today. Those contextual elements consisted of the Pearl River adjacent to the town
of Columbia and farmland (see Figure 18). Due to the context and the community that was
already in place, the people, the town of Columbia survived times of uncertainty and became a
community stronger than ever before. Columbia is an example of a town that was not planned,
but through the influence of context over time, it has become a community. The most important
contextual element, the people, had the largest impact and acted as the backbone; which is the
reason why the community of Columbia is as strong as it is today.
42. Hatch, The Scope of Social Architecture, 41.

Architecture is a method of storytelling but without the interaction of the
users of a specific place during the design process, the architecture will act
alone and therefore no story will be told. The main aspiration of all architects
should come from within the context of a place and how the people engage
within that place. In doing this, the architecture will become one within the
context and will be accepted by the community.43 This acceptance should
be the desired goal by all who call themselves architects.

Conclusion
Architecture is a continuous journey through the exploration of past
experiences which develops from within the social context of a place.
Instead of a universal approach, architecture should take the local
approach by fully considering the context; it is the most important factor in
architectural design. Contextual architecture is not a style; it is a unique type
of architecture that is found deep within the roots of a place. If architects
begin to design with the context in mind, architecture will become unique
and demonstrate individualism, due to a community’s individualistic
qualities. People and other species with life, both plant and animal, are
the most important element in the context and without the interaction and
enhancement of those contextual elements, architecture will act alone
instead of being one with the community. Context is the missing link in
architecture of today; and if architects take the role of one united with a
community, the world of architecture will soon appear holistic.

43. Kaplan, Stephen Kaplan, and Robert Ryan., With People in Mind Design and Management of
Everyday Nature, p. 123.
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Site Selection + Building Type

Figure 19: Frisco Bridge

The site chosen for the implementation of this thesis is located in West
Memphis, Arkansas at the base of the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge and the
abandoned Harahan Bridge. The project site is rich in history and culture
and is filled with many other unique site characteristics which will influence
the project throughout the entire process. Some of the existing site features
include the Harahan Bridge, the Frisco Bridge, the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge,
wetlands, grasslands and many different native plant species, both native
and invasive, which in some places appear to overtake the surrounding
infrastructure. These contextual features will serve as the driving force
behind many of the design decisions and act as the basis for the design.

the time.47 The construction material of choice was steel, which allowed the
long span between each support system.48 The 1,895 foot long bridge is
the tallest structure on site and will play a key role in the locations of many
of the programmatic elements and helped guide my material choices for
the proposed structures on site. The bridge’s beauty is another important
feature that plays a significant role in the development of the site (see
Figure 19). The Frisco Bridge’s beauty and engineering has been nationally
acknowledged for many years, having been listed among the top 10 bridges
worldwide in a monthly issue of Train Magazine.49 The historical bridge’s
presence provides great views throughout the site allowing for many great
design opportunities for the user to interpret the structure in multiple ways.

Historical Background

Harahan Bridge

Memphis, since its earliest days, has been a major river city in regards
to river transportation. Steamboats connected Memphis to many of the
other river ports down the Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio Rivers.44 Due to
demand of the exportation of goods, the way of travel changed from boats
to trains. In 1892, Memphis built its first railroad bridge, the Frisco Bridge,
due to the demand of the exportation of goods.45 The automobile was
not a huge demand at the time and did not become a serious factor until
1916, when the city’s second bridge was built. Now known as the Harahan
Bridge, it acts as one of the main historical features located on the chosen
site.46

Figure 20: Harhan Bridge

Though the site is filled with features such as wetlands, grasslands, and
other existing features of the landscape, the main elements that make this
such a special site are the historical features. The historical features on site
include the three existing bridges that tower over the site: the Frisco Bridge,
the Harahan Bridge and the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge. These features,
help make the site unique and also provide a glimpse of what the space
was historically.

Frisco Bridge
The Frisco Bridge, the first of the three bridges stretching over the Mississippi
River, was built in 1892 connecting the cities of Memphis, Tennessee and
West Memphis, Arkansas. Due to restrictions by the U.S Army, the bridge
has a 770 foot clearing for river navigation and 75 feet of vertical clearance
underneath the bridge, which resulted in the longest span of any bridge at

Figure 21: Memphis-Arkansas Bridge

44. Historic Memphis Bridges, 2014.
45. Ibid.
46. Ibid.

The Harahan Bridge, named after James T. Harahan, was built in 1916.50
The original plans for the Harahan Bridge did not account for automobile
use, but in 1917 vehicular transportation by the use of the automobile was
adopted.51 The automobile use was limited to single-file vehicular traffic,
which was suspended on the northern side of the structure.52 Vehicular
traffic was allowed on the 2,548 foot long bridge because of its advanced
structural system at the time of construction. A fire in 1928 shutdown
the eastbound highway lane and it remained closed for over a year.53 This
tragic event raised the need for new construction and one year later 950
tons of new structural steel helped rebuild the remaining bridge.54 Once the
bridge was reconstructed, vehicular traffic started to increase, forcing the
construction of an additional bridge crossing the Mississippi, the MemphisArkansas Bridge. Once the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge opened in 1949,
most of the traffic left the Harahan Bridge and in 1954 the suspended
highway lanes were removed from the “old” bridge, preventing all vehicular
traffic.55

appearance from a distance. However, it is what is underneath the bridge
that is interesting and makes this bridge such a unique place.56 The bridge
comes into existence out of the jungle of overgrown landscape and has an
appearance of being one with the natural environment, as seen in ancient
ruins around the globe (see Figure 20). In the overgrowth, near old preCivil War grounds, visitors could get lost in the surrounding beauty of the
site and could easily forget the geographical location, until the visual of the
nearby Memphis skyline breaks into the scene.57 This is what makes the
site of the Harahan Bridge such a unique place. There are not many places
in the U.S. where users can experience a journey through the co-existence
between history and the natural environment while maintaining a view to
the city’s core.58 This alone makes the site of the Harahan Bridge one of
the few hidden jewels left on the earth’s landscape and is one of the main
reasons this is an appropriate site for the application of this thesis.

Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
The Memphis-Arkansas Bridge is the only vehicular bridge on site. The
bridge was built in 1949 and is part of Interstate-40.59 It was built before
the Interstate Highway System was adopted so it does not meet any of the
interstate standards for new construction. The bridge has sidewalks on
either side of the roadway, providing both vehicles and pedestrians a way
to cross over the Mississippi River. The Memphis-Arkansas bridge was the
last of the three bridges constructed, all being less than 150 feet apart.60
The bridge provides circulation to approximately 50,000 cars each day and
acts as one of the two main road systems that cross the Mississippi to
further destinations.61 (see Figure 21). The amount of traffic the bridge
carries acts as the main concern for the development of the project site.
Since the bridge carries a large amount of traffic daily, the site will be filled
with intense noise. This concern must be addressed when considering the
program and each element’s location.

The Harahan is the third bridge located on site and acts as the feature bridge
of the project due to its height and accessibility to the everyday user. At
first glance, it may appear as just another bridge crossing the Mississippi
near Memphis; the bridge does not have a unique design or an amazing
47. Historic Memphis Bridges, 2014.
48. Ibid.
49. Ibid.
50. Ibid.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
54. Ibid.
55. Ibid.

56. Historic Memphis Bridges, 2014.
57. Ibid.
58. Ibid.
59. Ibid.
60. Ibid.
61. Ibid.
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“Bridging Two Cities”: The Harahan Bridge Project
The Harahan Bridge Project is a part of the Main-to-Main-Street-Connector
project, a 10-mile multi-functional corridor intended to improve the
transportation options in the Memphis area and act as a connector between
Tennessee and Arkansas by converting the abandoned Harahan Bridge into
The Harahan Bridge Project is a part of the Main-to-Main-Street-Connector
project, a 10-mile multi-functional corridor intended to improve the
transportation options in the Memphis area and act as a connector between
Tennessee and Arkansas by converting the abandoned Harahan Bridge into
a multi-use trail.62 (see Figure 22). Memphis has one of the up-and-coming
rails to trails systems in the U.S., due to the completion of the Shelby Farms
Green Line in 2010.63 Later that year, many locals and developers looked to
expand the trail system across the Mississippi River on bike or by foot.64 The
Harahan Bridge was a perfect solution because of the abandoned roadway
connected on the northernmost side of the bridge. Once the location of the
extended trail system was determined, the Main-to-Main-Street-Connector
Project adopted the idea with a goal to connect the streets of Memphis and
West Memphis through linkage of the new trail along the Harahan Bridge.65
(see Figures 23 and 24). With the Harahan Bridge Project in mind, the
design and implementation of the site will address the intended goals for the
connector bridge as well as maintaining respect for the historical elements
of the site, paying respect to the past and the future.

Context: Coming into Existence
Through analytical research of the context and of the proposed Harahan
Bridge connector trail, a building type has come into existence within the
given context and its circumstances. The building type for the thesis project
will be a interactive classroom and cafe, celebrating and enhancing local,
cultural, and historical features. The Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and
Ecological Park will be a place that not only celebrates the connection of
Memphis, Tennessee and West Memphis, Arkansas but also celebrates the
past, deriving from the given contextual influences of the site. The overall
design for the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park will
be based on the direct needs of the site. By taking this unusual design
approach in the beginning of this process, it allowed the site to direct the

62. Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, “Bridging Two Cities Across the Mississippi, New Trail Project a
Grand Moment for Tennessee”, 2013.
63. Shelby Farms Park Conservancy, “Shelby Farms Greenline”, 2012.
64. Ibid.
65. Ibid.
Figure 23: Harahan Bridge Project Rendering 1

Figure 24: Harahan Bridge Project Rendering 2

design and essentially tell the designer the building type and the general
use of the site. In thinking this way, the overall design will arrive, or come
into existence, out of the given context, tying directly into the thesis idea.
Some of the analytical data found on site that will influence the design
include: views, site opportunities pertaining to noise, other existing types of
infrastructure, working and designing within the floodplain, and the Harahan
Bridge project.

Project Goal Summary
Goal 1:
To create a place that celebrates the historical/cultural and the surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:
To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

Goal 3:
To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
The programmatic elements that help address these main goals include a
cultural/history interactive classroom, a café/snack bar, visitor/information
center, bike rental/repair shop, public restrooms, and numerous lookout
points that will provide visitors different ways of experiencing this amazing
historical site. Each one of these program elements addresses different
goals. For example, the cultural and historical interactive classroom
addresses goal 1, the bike rental/repair shop, public restrooms and the
café address goal 2 and the addition of numerous landscape features and
lookout points address goal 3. With the addition of these programmatic
design features, or ways of thinking, it will allow a design that will answer
the site’s needs and develop into a successful project, answering the main
thesis question.
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Figure 25: The High Line (New York)

Otterlo

Hoenderloo

Arnhem
Figure 29: Form Diagram (Porter’s Lodge)

Hoenderloo Lodge, Arnhem Lodge and Otterlo Lodge
(Porter’s Lodge)
Architect: MVRDV Architects
Location: Hoenderloo, The Netherlands
Year: 1994-1996

Project Overview
The Porters’ Lodges, Hoenderloo, Arnhem and Otterlo are three small
entrance buildings to the Hoge Veluwe National Park. All three buildings
were designed with strong consideration of their surroundings, as well as
the surrounding context. The buildings unique material choices and shape
make each individual building different in some way. According to MVDRV
Architects, the shape of the three lodges were deformed by site-specific
conditions, such as the movement of passing traffic, the positions of car
parks and bicycle parks, and were enlarged in the direction of the visiting
public. Each building is made of one material, such as corten steel, brick,
or wood, depending on the location of each of the buildings.1 The material
choice for each building was strictly based on the surrounding contextual
elements and each building provides complete visual continuity throughout
the scenery of the park. The buildings act as a visitor center for each
entrance to the park (see Figures 26, 27, and 28).

Design Application
Figure 26: Arnhem Lodge
Figure 30: Form Diagram (Site Influencing Form)

Figure 29: Arnhem Lodge (Porter’s Lodge)

Figure 31: Form Process Sketch
Figure 27: Park Entrance

Figure 28: Hoenderloo Lodge

The design implementation of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and
Ecological Park will be greatly influenced by the design of the Porter’s
Lodges. The idea of the building’s materiality and overall shape will be
influential during the design process in order for there to be a connection to
the surrounding context. A series of sketches and sections were completed
at the beginning of the design process, exploring the idea of context
influencing form. The diagrams were driven by existing site conditions
and the surrounding features of the context. The diagrams helped answer
many of the concerns and decisions made during the process. Some of
the elements influenced by the context include: the materials used for the
façade, the overall form of the two buildings, and the exact locations given
to many of the on-site amenities. The corten exterior facade was chosen
to relate to the rustic appearance of the existing bridges, the form was
developed according to some of the site’s oppurtunities/contraints, such as
creating a form that can control the debris coming from the rail line above,
and locations of some site features were given according to what the site
naturally wanted to be, such as the native wetland. These discussed items
act as the reason why the Porters’ Lodges were chosen for this thesis (see
Figures 29, 30, and 31).
1. ARQA, “Porters’ Lodges, Hoge Veluwe National Park in The Netherlands,” 2010.
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The High Line (New York City)

Architect: James Corner Field Operations, Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Location: New York, NY
Year: 2006-2009

Project Overview

Figure 35: High Line Influenced Sketch (Look-Out Point)

Figure 32: The High Line (Landscape Features)

Figure 36: High Line Influenced Sectional Drawing
By punching through the existing
bridge it will allow the visitors to
experience the linear park in a new
and more interpretive way.

Figure 33: The High Line (Pedestrian Corridor)

Figure 34: The High Line (Seating Area)

Figure 37: Sectional Diagram (New Interpretation of Landscape Areas)

The High Line Park is an award winning elevated linear park that was built on
an elevated rail structure stretching nearly 22 blocks in New York City.2 The
design team included landscape architects James Corner Field Operations
and architects Diller Scofidio + Renfro.3 The team’s main task was to
not only come up with new creative ways to transform this abandoned rail
line but also to pay close attention to the surrounding context for ideas for
the location of certain programmic elements. The program of the project
includes numerous types of landscape designs (grasslands, woodlands,
wildflower fields and preserves),10th Avenue Square, an amphitheater,
seating/lounging areas, and many lookout points to the great city of New York
City.4 These programmatic features were given their location depending on
the different uses surrounding the site. For example, the seating/lounging
areas were placed in areas where most of the surrounding building types
were residential and areas where not much tourist traffic occurs. The park
is not only significant because of its great design but it is also a significant
project in terms of its adaptive reuse. The High Line is built on the existing
structure of an abandoned elevated freight train track and turned into a
public park, while still paying tribute to natural and historical past. Another
reason why the park is unique is that it is elevated and floats above the
hectic everyday chaos of the city. The park acts as an enhancer of the
larger context and also gives the visitors a different way of experiencing the
city (see Figures 32, 33, and 34).

Design Application
The design implementation of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and
Ecological Park will be greatly influenced by the overall concept and design
of The High Line Park. The lesson to be learned from the highline is that we,
as designers, can design something new and still pay tribute and preserve
the old. Some of the design elements taken from the successful High
Line Project are the overall use of the linear park, the different exhibits and
seating areas the rail line offers depending on the location, the amazing
views it provides, the many different sustainable practices, and the way the
railroad respects the socio-ecological spectrum. All of the discussed items
will be seen in the design implementation of this thesis (see Figures 35, 36,
and 37).
2. Ling, “High Line Architecture,” 2013.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
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Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion
Architect: Jensen Architects
Location: San Francisco, California
Year: 2011-2012

Project Overview

Figure 41: Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion Influenced Sketch (Bike Shop)

The Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion was designed by Jensen Architects in 2012
for the 75th Anniversary of the Golden Gate Bridge.5 The 3,500 square
foot pavilion’s color is painted in its famous orange color to provide visual
continuity between the existing bridge and the new addition of the pavilion.6
The program of the building includes an information/visitor center, a retail
store, a bike shop, and many interpretative exhibits.7 The building responds
to the massing/scale of the adjacent buildings and site features on the
historic site and helps provide strong identity, instead of competing with the
identity that was already present. Other on-site features include the Bridge
Round House, Bridge Plaza, Bridge Café, and many trails and overlooks
(see Figures 38, 39, and 40).

Design Application

Figure 38: The Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion (Museum and Bike Shop Entrance)
Figure 42: Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion Influenced Sketch (Interactive Signage)

A series of diagrams were done in
order to determine the best location
for the bike shop. The bike shop is
in a location where it can serve all of
the passing cyclist.

Figure 39: The Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion (Bike Shop)

Figure 40: The Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion (Interpretive Signage)

Figure 43: Bike Shop Location Diagram

The design implementation and the programmatic elements of the Harahan
Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park will be greatly influenced
by the design of the Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion, such as the bike shop,
cafe and interactive signage. The lesson to be learned from the design
of the Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion is that architecture should answer the
needs of the site and should also enhance the program and the life of the
surrounding context. The programmatic elements that provided life and had
a great influence to this thesis include: information/visitor center, bike rental
and repair shop, interpretive exhibits of the history of the bridge, a café,
numerous look-out points, and interactive trail signage. These discussed
programmatic elements and site amenities will provide visitors with
numerous activities throughout the entire visit (see Figures 41, 42, and 43).

5. Jensen, “Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion,” 2014.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
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UK Pavilion (The Seed Cathedral)
Architect: Thomas Heatherwick
Location: Shanghai, China
Year: 2010

Project Overview
The UK Pavilion, better known as the famous Seed Cathedral, at the
Shanghai World Expo was designed by Thomas Heatherwick of Heatherwick
Studio. The design team let the Expo’s theme; Better City, Better Life, act
as the driving factor behind their design but it was their exploration in the
relationship between nature and cities what made this project so successful.9
Through travel and research, Heatherwick developed the idea of involving
Kew Garden’s Millennium Seedbank, who is in route to collect the seeds of
25 percent of all plant species on this planet.10 This idea is later seen in the
implementation of embedded seeds in the tips of the slinder fiber optic rods,
located in the interior of the Seed Cathedral. The exterior also involves the
relationship between nature and cities, or the built environment, constructed
from fibre optic filaments that are responsive to the external conditions.
For example, at night, regenerative light sources placed inside of each rod
provide light and the pavilion to glow, and on a windy day, the fibre optic
filaments will move with the wind, giving it an appearance of flower (see
Figures 44, 45, and 46).

Figure 47: Butterfly Garden (Interpretive Signage)

Design Application

Figure 44: Uk Pavilion (The Seed Cathedral)
Figure 48: Bird’s Nest (Look-Out point for the study of birds)
A study of the importance of
butterflies was neccessary in
order to fully understand and
enhance their habitat. The life
cycle of a butterfly is an example
of a cycle with purpose.

Eggs

Larva

Due to the Pavilion’s physical appearance and main concept, the pavilion
has been nick-named the ‘The Dandelion’. This name fits it well due that
after the expo, just as seen in a dandelion in the wind, the cathedrals 60,000
optic filaments, each containing life, will be distributed to many schools
around China and the UK.11 This idea of distributing and enhancing life of the
natural environment acts as the lesson to be learned from the Uk Pavillion.
This idea will be seen in the design of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive
Center and Ecological Park through the implementation of an interpretive
classroom, exhibits, and enhancing the life of many species found on site,
such as butterflies, birds and plants (see Figures 47, 48, and 49).

Adult Butterfly

Chrysalis
Figure 45: Uk Pavilion (Fibre Optic Filaments)

Figure 46: Uk Pavilion (Filaments Containing Life)

Figure 49: Educational Diagram (Butterfly Life Cycle)

9. Jordana, “UK Pavilion for Shanghai World Expo 2010 / Heatherwick Studio,” 2010.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
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Rural Heritage Center & Gift Shop
Architect: Rural Studio
Location: Thomaston, Alabama
Year: 2005

Project Overview

Figure 53: Woodland Exhibit (Enhancing life of natural habitats)

The Rural Heritage Center and Gift Shop was designed by the Rural Studio of
Auburn University. The task of the design team was to design and construct
the once Marengo County High School into the Alabama Rural Heritage
Center.12 In order for this to be achieved, the design team and the Alabama
Rural Heritage Foundation had to develop a list of goals for the overall
purpose and intent of this project. The goals of the project consisted of the
preservation, celebration, enhancement of rural heritage and to improve the
quality of life for the citizens of small town and rural areas.13 These goals
led to programmatic features such as a gift shop, a large dinning space, an
industrial kitchen, offices, public restrooms, a performance stage, and an
on-site garden.14 Every one of these elements play a vital role in the life of
the center and helps act as a catalyst in supporting and maybe recreating
local community. Something as small as pepper jelly has helped bring back
the sense of community in Thomaston. Pepper Jelly is just one of the local
products that can be found at the Heritage Center, other items range from
pottery to hand-crafted baskets, homemade jams to honey, watermelons to
pickles; all made and some even grown from people from the surrounding
communities (see Figures 50, 51, and 52).

Design Application
Figure 50: Rural Heritage Center
Figure 54: On-Site Cafe’ (Area for local goods and products)

Figure 51: Rural Heritage Center (Pepper Jelly)

Figure 52: Rural Heritage Center (Enhancing Local Goods)

Figure 55: Location Diagram of the Enhancement of Local Features

The lesson to be learned from the design of the Rural Heritage Center and
Gift shop is that architecture should derive out of the contextual features
and needs of a place. Every place on the globe is different in some way,
shape or form and it is our job to find out what and how those diverse
cultural features can contribute to design. This idea of unique cultural
features influencing design will be seen in the design implementation of
the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park. Some of these
cultural features include: the enhancement of local habitats, seen in the
butterfly garden and the bird exhibits, and the enhancement of local goods,
seen in the local food truck stop, the café, and the interactive classroom.
(see Figures 53, 54, and 55).

12. Alabama Rural Heritage Foundation, “Welcome to the Rural Heritage Center,” 2014.
13. Deep Fried Kudzu, “Alabama Rural Heritage Center, Thomaston Al,” 2006.
14. Ibid.
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Section Four

DESIGN SOLUTION
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Figure 56: Proposed Master Plan

Philosophical Concept
Architecture is the organic result of the contextual influences embedded in
a place. By this assertion, every place that makes up the earth’s landscape
is different in some way, which has historically resulted in architecture
specific to a place. Current architecture has turned its back on these
localized influences and has instead turned to a universal way of design.
Architecture should be local, not universal. By practicing in this manner and
by truly exploring the natural features of a given context, architecture will
exemplify unique characteristics of a place, resulting in architecture which
manifests a strong identity. Architecture is not just a building, a structure,
a piece of art, or the natural features of the landscape; it is the harmonic
confluence of these elements within a place where true meaning comes
into existence (see Figure 57).

Concept Statement
To provide a design solution that is a reflection of the contextual features
that enhances and promotes life of those features in the given context.
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Figure 57: Thesis Concept Poster. The perspective view in the poster is of the proposed bird’s nest, with the philosophical concept in the background.

Influence of the Site
The main thesis idea is to allow context to influence design; therefore,
finding the correct site was the first step. Three sites in the Memphis
area were chosen based on specific site criteria, in order to meet the goal
in backing up the main thesis idea. With no known program or building
type established, the site influenced what the design needed to be. The
three sites chosen in this early phase included: The Metal Museam, Shelby
Farms, and the site of the Harahan Bridge On-Ramp.

Possible Site Location
1

Site 1: Metal Museum (see Figures 58 and 61)
Figure 58: Metal Museum

Figure 61: Metal Museum (Perspective)

Advantages:
1. Historic site with many contextual elements to work with.
2. Streets are lined with walking paths as well as bike paths. This will allow
the designer to continue this way of design to allow numerous way of
access to the project site.
Disadvantages:
1. The site is not very visible due to the location of the interstate bridge.
2. Not many landscape or site elements to work with.

Site 2: Shelby Farms (see Figures 59 and 62)

Possible Site Location
2

Advantages:
1. Native landscape that provides great opportunity for the user and for
possible design.
Disadvantages:
1. Not many existing buildings or infrastructure to work with. With the
consideration of my thesis, I feel that a site with historical features will
help explain my concept.

Site 3: Harahan Bridge On-Ramp (see Figures 60 and 63)
Figure 59: Shelby Farms

Figure 62: Shelby Farms (Perspective)

Possible Site Location
3

Figure 60: Harahan Bridge Site

Figure 63: Project Site (Perspective)

Advantages: (Project Site)
1. Lush/Rich native landscape provides great opportunity for the user and
for possible design. The landscape is a feature that will help the context
tell the story of the design.
2. There are four types of circulation present on site. Circulation from
automobile, train, bike paths and walking trails help accommodate the
site with numerous points of access.
3. There is a current plan for the future. The Harahan Bridge Project is
on-going project that has a purpose to connect both Memphis and West
Memphis. With a design implemented in this site, it will act as a beacon
to draw people off of the bridge and enjoy the rich contextual elements
of the site.
4. Rich in history and culture.
Disadvantages:
1. The site is not very visible due to the location of the interstate bridge.
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Legend

Influence of the Site

- Project Site
- Harahan Bridge

Project Site

- Frisco Bridge
- Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
- Flood Zone

Figure 65: Flooded Site. The chosen site is located in the flood plain.

The overall design for the Harahan Bridge Interpretative Center and
Ecological park was based from the needs of the site. An unusual design
approach was taken in the beginning of this process by allowing the site
guide the design and essentially tell the designer what the building type and
the general use of the site wanted to be. In thinking this way, the overall
design will come into existence, out of the given context, which ties directly
with the thesis idea and allow the context to influence all design. Due to
the importance of the site, the site will help influence my overall design
strategies. After many site visits and through the site analysis process, it
was discovered that the site calls for numerous design elements in order for
the design to be a success. Some of the analytical data that will influence
the design include: views, site constraints and opportunities pertaining to
noise and other existing types of infrastructure, and restrictions from the
floodplain, while keeping the Harahan Bridge project in mind during this
procedure. With the consideration of these discussed items, certain design
elements derived out of the direct needs of the site (see Figures 64, 65, 66,
67, and 68).

Figure 66: Harahan Bridge. The Harahan Bridge is one of the three bridges located on site.

Figure 67: Frisco Bridge. The Frisco Bridge is one of the three bridges located on site.
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Figure 64: Locator Map. This map shows the chosen site in relation to the surrounding context.

Figure 68: Memphis-Arkansas Bridge

Project Goals and Objectives
Goal 1:

Abandoned On-Ramp
Linear Park

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.
A. To provide a place that will hold both art and historical features that
pertain to the local history and culture of the Mississippi River Delta, the
Harahan Bridge and the connection between the two cities.
B. To provide look-out points/areas that show the true beauty of the site
(These areas should provide the ability to explore the natural beauty of
the site and the surrounding landscape).
C. To provide areas that celebrate the natural environment and the other
features of the site. The use of existing local materials and materials will
provide visual continuity between the old and new.

Figure 70: Bike Shop Sketch

Goal 2:
To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that
Harahan Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.
A. To provide a place that helps promote the connection of the two
cities(Memphis, Tennessee and West Memphis, Arkansas).
B. To provide areas that will attract cyclist and other pedestrian circulation
from the proposed Harahan Bridge Project. The implementation of areas
that not only attract visitors to the site but also provide recreational use
to entertain for a period of time (café, snackbar, bike rental and repair
shop, and interactive classroom) (see Figures 70 and 71).

Look-Out
Bird’s Nest
Bike
Shop
Wetland
Enhancing
Habitats

Wetland

Interactive Classroom
Cafe’
Interactive
Billboard

Goal 3:

Butterfly
Garden

Figure 71: Cafe Sketch

Food Truck
Area

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
A. To provide site elements that enhance and promote life of the different
habitats on site (see Figure 72).
B. To provide a design that is self-sustaining and acts as one whole system.
Different design elements derived from the site to address each of the
goals. For example, the cultural/historical interactive classroom addresses
goal 1, the bike rental/repair shop, public restrooms and the café address
goal 2 and the addition of numerous landscape features and lookout points
address goal 3. With the addition of these programmatic design features,
or ways of thinking, it will allow a design that will answer the site’s needs
and develop into a successful project, answering the main thesis question,
by allowing context to guide design.

Look Out
Watchtower Area
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Figure 69: Program Location Diagram. This image shows how certain site features came into existence depending on what the site was calling for.

Figure 72: Bird’s Nest Sketch

Legend
1. Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
2. In-Gound Berm Seating
3. Local Food Truck Stop
4. The Look-Out
5. Interactive Billboard
6. Signage
7. Butterfly Garden
8. Native Wetland
9. Debris Collection Area
10. Bird’s Nest
11. In-Ground Stairs
12. The Art-Perennial Garden
13. Linear Park
14. Interactive Classroom
15. Cafe’
16. Bike Shop
17. Rain-Water Harvesting Area
18. Solar Panel Area
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Preliminary Drawings
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After the analysis process, certain site elements came into existence
depending on the direct needs from the site. Some of the features that
were influenced by the site’s needs include the in-ground berm seating
(see Figure 75), the native wetland exhibit (see Figure 76), the bird’s nest
(see Figure 77), the butterfly garden, the art garden (see Figure 78), the
linear park (see Figure 79), the interactive classroom, the café, and the bike
shop. The features that are implemented in the Harahan Bridge Interpretive
Center and Ecological Park were not chosen, but instead a direct result of
the context.

Figure 75: Berm Seating Sketch
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Figure 76: Native Wetland Sketch
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Figure 77: Bird’s Nest Sketch

Figure 73: Preliminary Site Plan. This plan shows how certain site features came into existence depending on what the site called for.

Figure 78: Art Garden Sketch
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Figure 74: Preliminary Site Section. This section drawing shows the sectional relationship of the site features.

Figure 79: Linear Park Sketch

Legend
1. Service Road
2. Pervious Parking Lot (With flow-through planter)
3. Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
4. In-Gound Berm Seating
5. Local Food Truck Stop (With seating area)
6. The Look-Out (Watchtower)
7. Interactive Billboard
8. Signage
9. Butterfly Garden
10. Native Wetland
11. Debris Collection Area
12. Bird’s Nest
13. In-Ground Stairs (reUsed railroad track from exising bridge)
14. The Art-Perennial Garden (Exploration of local species)
15. Linear Park (Seating Area
16. Interactive Classroom
17. Cafe’
18. Bike Shop
19. Rain-Water 3Harvesting Area
20. Solar Panel Area (Observation Area)

Site Plan

12

20

19

11

The final site plan consists of many additional site features that were a
direct result of the context and its needs. The features on the final site
plan include: a pervious parking lot, in-ground berm seating, a local food
truck stop, numerous look-out points, an interactive billboard, interpretive
signage, a butterfly garden, a native wetland exhibit, a bird’s nest to enhance
local habitats, an art-perennial garden, a café, an interactive classroom, a
bike shop, an observation area with solar panels, and numerous rainwater
harvesting features (see Figure 80). With the implementation of these many
features, the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park will be
a place with numerous site features that will not only enhance the life of the
existing site but will also provide the visitors with numerous activities.
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Figure 80: Final Site Plan. The plan will answer all of the goals for this thesis and provide numerous activities for the passing cyclist and the many visitors of the site.
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Legend
1. Main Trail
2. Interactive Billboard
3. Food Truck Loop
4. Local Food Truck Stop (With Seating Area)
5. Memphis-Arkansas Bridge

The Arrival (Entry + Food Truck Stop)

2

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

3

Goal 3:

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
4

Design Application
The arrival to the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park
consist of site features including a pervious parking lot, bike and walking trails
(see Figure 82), food truck stop (see Figures 81 and 84), berm seating area,
repurposed entry signage and numerous landscape features that enhance
the existing landscape and context (see Figure 83). The implemented site
features address all of the project goals. The implementation of native
landscape features and the reuse of local car hoods for signage address
goal 1, the local food truck stop and the bike trail connection to the Harahan
Bridge Project address goal 2, and the use of pervious materials in all
surface materials found in the parking lot and trails address goal 3.

5

Figure 81: Enlarged Plan (Food Truck Loop). The food truck loop offers an oppurtunity for local vendors to come and sell local goods.

Figure 83: Park Entrance Perspective
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Figure 82: Ecological Park Entrance Perspective. This is perspective of the arrival to the local food truck loop.

Figure 84: Food Truck Loop Perspective

Legend

Butterfly Garden

1. Main Trail
2. Signage
3. Interactive Billboard
4. Butterfly Attracting Plants
5. Butterfly Garden Seating Area
6. Repurposed Seating
7. Sculpture Garden
8. Path to Native Wetland

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

8

Goal 2:

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

Goal 3:

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
6

Design Application
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4
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Figure 85: Enlarged Plan (Butterfly Garden). The butterfly garden is one of the many site features which enhance the life of local habitats.

Figure 87: Sculpture Garden Perspective

The butterfly garden is a one of the many exhibits on site where the design
of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park promotes
and enhances the life of the local habitats of the given context. The
butterfly garden consists of many site features such as trails (see Figure
85), interactive signage (see Figure 86), native butterfly attracting plants
such as; the american beautyberry, butterfly iris, milkweed plant, spicebush
plant, sneezeweed plant, and a variety of native asters, a seating area and a
sculptural garden (see Figures 87 and 88). The butterfly garden addresses
two of the goals for this thesis. The use of native butterfly attracting plants
and the reuse of local site materials address goal 1, and the use of pervious
surface materials and the reuse of local materials for the seating area
address goal 3.
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Figure 86: Butterfly Garden Perspective. This is a perspective of the arrival to the butterfly garden.

Figure 88: Butterfly Garden to Native Wetland Perspective

Legend

Native Wetland Exhibit

1. Main Trail
2. Native Wetland Area
3. Boardwalk
4. Recycled Debris Platforms
5. Rainwater Harvesting System

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

4

Goal 3:

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.

5

Design Application

3

The native wetland exhibit is one of the many site features where the design
of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park promotes and
enhances the life of the local habitats of the given context (see Figure 89).
The native wetland exhibit consists of a boardwalk (see Figures 91 and 92),
rainwater harvesting systems, recycled debris platforms from the overhead
railroad bridge and the use of water loving native plant species such as;
cattail plants, blazing star plants, goldenrods, yellow candyroots, and
louisiana swamp iris (see Figure 90). The native wetland exhibit addresses
two of the goals for this thesis. The implementation of the boardwalk and
interactive signage addresses goal 1, and the use of native plant species
and the reuse of fallen debris for walking platforms addresses goal 3.

2

1

Figure 89: Enlarged Plan (Native Wetland Exhibit). This native wetland will act as an educational tool and also enhance the local habitats within the wetland.

Canopy

Figure 91: East Side of Native Wetland Exhibit

Large Shrubs
Large Understory
Small Understory
Invasive Plants
Small Shrubs
Wetland
Plants
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Figure 90: Plant Level Diagram. The diagram shows the different levels of plants found on site and how they differ depending on the topography.

Figure 92: West Side of Native Wetland Exhibit

Legend
1. Main Trail To Upper Level
2. Signage
3. Recycled Railroad Track Steps
4. Bird Attracting Plants
5. Art Garden (With Seating)
6. Upper Level (Linear Park)

Enhancing Habitats (Bird’s Nest + Art Garden)
4

Project Goals
Goal 1:

2

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

1

5

Goal 3:

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
3

Design Application

6
Figure 93: Enlarged Plan (Art Garden). The hummingbird exhibit and art garden will provide an area for gathering, while ehancing local habitats.

Figure 95: Bird’s Nest Perspective

The bird’s nest and the art garden are two of the many site features where
the design of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park
enhances the life of the local habitats of the given context (see Figure 93).
These two areas include other site features such as interactive signage
(see Figure 94), seating areas, look-out points (see Figure 95), sculptural
art (see Figure 96), and bird attracting plants such as; the american
beautyberry, butterfly bush, chaste tree, flowering quince, and the native
bee balm plant. The bird’s nest and art garden addresses all three of the
goals for this thesis. The use of native bird attracting plants address goal
1, the implementation of the bird’s nest and its visibility address goal 2,
and with the addition of the art garden, bird’s nest and the reuse of local
materials address goal 3.
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Figure 94: Art Garden Perspective. This is a perspective of the arrival to the hummingbird exhibit and art garden.

Figure 96: Art Garden Seating Area Perspective

Legend
1. Seating Area (Linear Park )
2. Interactive Classroom
3. Storage Room
4. Mechanical Room
5. Visitor’s Center

Linear Park

6. Stairs to Lower Level
7. Mechanical Room
8. Cafe’
9. Men’s Restroom
10. Women’s Restroom

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:
3

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

4

Goal 3:

5

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.

2
10
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Design Application

9

The linear park is home to many of the features that can be found at the
Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park (see Figure 97). The
linear park includes numerous seating areas, the main corridor for travel to
the Harahan Bridge (see Figure 99), the interactive classroom (see Figure
98), the local café (see Figures 100 and 101), bike racks for visiting cyclist,
public restrooms, and numerous varieties of native plant species. The linear
park addresses all three of the goals for this thesis. The implementation
of the local café, which provides local businesses and vendors a place
to sell local goods, and interactive classroom, which provides numeous
opportunities for hands-on educational experiences, addresses goal 1, the
linear park itself and view of the structures address goal 2, and the use
of native plant species, local materials and the reuse of rainwater runoff
address goal 3.

8
7
6

Figure 97: Floor Plan (Interactive Classroom + Local Cafe’). This is an image of the floor plan of the upper level and the variety of features the building has to offer.

Figure 99: Linear Park Perspective
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Figure 98: Interactive Classroom Perspective. The interactive classroom will provide numerous activities giving the local people an opportunity to learn.

Figure 100: Local Cafe’ Perspective 1

Figure 101: Local Cafe’ Perspective 2

Legend

Linear Park (Continuation of the Journey)

1. Unisex Restroom
2. Mechanical Room
3. Bike Shop
4. Main Bike Trail
5. Bike Racks
6. Seating Area

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

6

Goal 2:

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

Goal 3:

4

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
5

Design Application
As previously stated, the linear park is home to many of the features that
can be found at the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park.
The linear park includes numerous seating areas (see Figures 104 and
105), the main corridor for travel to the Harahan Bridge, the interactive
classroom, the local café, the bike shop (see Figures 102 and 103), an
overlook area with overhead solar panels which provide electricity for all
of the buildings and lights on the upper level (see Figure 106), custom
bike racks for visiting cyclist, public restrooms, and numerous varieties of
native plant species. The linear park addresses all three of the goals for this
thesis. The implementation of the café and interactive classroom address
goal 1, the linear park itself and view of the structures address goal 2, and
the use of native plant species, local materials and the reuse of rainwater
runoff address goal 3.

3

1

2

Figure 102: Floor Plan (Bike Shop). The bike shop will attract passing cyclist going to and from the Harahan Bridge bike trail.

Figure 104: Linear Park Main Seating Area Perspective
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Figure 103: Bike Shop Perspective. The bike shop will act as a repair shop for the cyclist of the Harahan Bridge bike trail.

Figure 105: Linear Park to Harahan Bridge Bike Trail Perspective

Figure 106: Solar Farm + Seating Area Perspective

Legend
1. Stair Access to Ground Level
2. Observation Area
3. Elevator to Main Level
4. Stair Access to Main Level
5. Pump Station

Lower Level (Pump Station)

1

Project Goals
Goal 1:

To create a place that celebrates the historical and cultural surrounding
contextual elements of the site.

Goal 2:
2

To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan
Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.

5

Goal 3:

To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.

Design Application

3

The lower level and the pump station is an additional feature to the existing
bridge that allows visitors to experience the bridge in a different and more
interpretive way (see Figure 107). With the addition of the lower deck, it
will allow visitors to experience the vegetative undergrowth and historic
structure of the bridge, experience the high flood levels whenever the
Mississippi River floods, and the ability to view many species of insects that
call the bridge home. The lower level includes features such as a seating
area, interactive signage (see Figure 108), a pump station that collects and
reuses the storm water (see Figures 109 and 110), numerous views of the
historical bridge, and access to both the linear park and the ground level.
The lower level addresses two of the goals for this thesis. The numerous
views of the historical bridge address goal 1, and the pump station and the
reuse of rainwater address goal 3.

4

Figure 107: Enlarged Plan (Pump Station). The pump station will allow visitors to experience the undermath and structure of the historic existing bridge.

Figure 109: Pump Station Perspective
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Legend

Figure 108: Interpretive Signage (Rainwater Harvesting). The pump station will be the location of the interactive rainwater harvesting system.

Figure 110: Water Flow Diagram
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Section Drawings
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Figure 111: East-West Building Section (Interactive Classroom). This section shows the sectional relationship between the Interactive Classroom and the Linear Park.
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Figure 112: East-West Building Section (Interactive Classroom+Main Corridor). This section shows the sectional relationship between the Interactive Classroom and the Linear Park.
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Figure 113: Cross Section (Entrance+Flow-Through Planter). This section shows the raised flow through planter and the main seating area on the linear park.
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Figure 114: Cross Section (Rainwater Harvesting Planter+Main Seating Area). This section shows how the new planter pushes through the existing bridge and transports water to the pump station.
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Figure 115: Site Section (East-West)
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Figure 116: Site Section (North-South)

Section Five

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

71
Figure 117: Site Locator Map

Summary

Recommendations

The Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park will be a place
that not only celebrates the connection of Memphis, Tennessee and West
Memphis, Arkansas but it will also be a celebration of the historical and
contextual features of the site. Research and exploration show that the
site is overflowing with history and culture, which is the basis for the
overall design. By allowing these unique contextual features to help drive
the design, the final product provides users with numerous activities and
features to help with their own interpretation of the journey through this
amazing site (see Figure 118).

Due to time constraints and the general understanding that we should never
stop exploration, I feel that the design of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive
Center and Ecological Park is not complete. If time was in my favor,
additional exploration would be necessary in order to fully understand the
complexity of the site and to determine if any other design features were
call out by the context. If I, or anyone else involved in design, can take
something from this experience, it is that as designers we should never stop
exploring social and physical contexts of a place. Context can appear as
a simple word, but it is the most complex term in architecture. As context
changes, architecture should change. This is when has architecture has
life.

Conclusions
The cities of Memphis, Tennessee and West Memphis, Arkansas are cities
that are rich in culture and history, but with the understanding that every
place that makes up the earth’s landscape is different in some way, these
two cities are just another destination along the Mississippi River which
have unique contextual features that set it apart from other places around
the globe. The design approach presented in this thesis set out to discover
those unique features and allow those features to guide all design decisions.

I plan to hold presentations on this thesis to interested parties such as:
Sustainable Shelby, Ritchie Smith Assocaites, Self+Tucker Architects, HDR
Engineering, and the West Memphis, Arkansas Planning Office; promoting
regional sustainable design. I feel that by presenting this thesis to other
trained design professionals and developers of the Memphis region, it
will allow them to see how a project can demonstrate the importance and
potential of any given site.

In order to meet the primary goals set out early in the design process,
certain design features were discovered and implemented, coming
into existence out of the context. How does context guide design? The
answer is exploration. Exploration, along with past experiences, was key
throughout this process. Numerous site visits and talking with people with
local knowledge of the site helped develop an understanding of the site and
the surrounding context. Once an understanding of the site was developed,
site-specific features began to come to life with the influence of the site.
The design philosophy and approach of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive
Center and Ecological Park is a process that should be taken regardless
of the project or project type. By taking this approach, and allowing the
design to grow out of the contextual features of a given place, architecture
exemplifies unique characteristics of a place, resulting in architecture which
manifests a strong identity and acts as a living organism within the given
context.
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Figure 118: Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center and Ecological Park (Bird’s Eye).
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Figure 119: Existing Site Photo (Frisco Bridge)
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Figure 121: Site Image (Frisco Bridge)

Appendix 1 Research Report

Lobby/Visitor Center

Programming
Non Assigned Spaces

Bike Rental/Repair Shop

Interactive Classroom

Café/Snackbar

Quantitative

The issues that drive the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the project
is the context and what the site provides. Due to this approach, the site
was allowed to determine what the building wanted to be. Once this was
determined, goals and objectives were developed for the project. As
previously stated, The goals for the project include: 1) to create a place
that celebrates the historical and the surrounding contextual elements of the
site, 2) to create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that
Harahan Bridge as well as the vehicular traffic coming from the I-55 and 3)
to create a place that acts as an example of how architecture can ehance
and promote life of a given context.

Interactive Classroom
Square Footage: 807 SF
Services: Interaction Space, Movable Furniture, Materials
Qualities: Numerous Views, Natural Light, Central featured space

Quantitative
The project user count is 50-60 (maximum capacity). This total was
calculated based on daily estimates based on a percentage of the total
number of cyclist that visit the Shelby Farms Greenline. I am projecting
that approximately 20-25 visitors will come from Interstate I-55 and 1520 visitors will come from Memphis, by the use of the proposed Harahan
Bridge connector.

Women’s
Restroom
Storage Rooms
Mechanical Rooms

Qualitative

Men’s
Restroom

Gross and net square footage of the proposed Interpretive Center/Bike Shop
is approximately 3,949 square feet. The project’s program includes an
interactive classroom, café/snackbar, storage space, lobby/visitor center,
bike rental/repair shop, public men’s/women’s restrooms and numerous
lookout points (see Figure 122).

Learning

Café/Snack Bar
Square Footage: 555 Square Feet
Services: Fixed/Non-Fixed seating, Kitchen supplies, Vendor area
Qualities: Inviting, Natural light, Numerous views to site
Storage Rooms + Janitor Closet
Square Footage: 144 Square Feet
Services: Storage for interactive classroom and cafe’
Qualities: Not visible from lobby, Classroom and cafe’
Lobby/Visitor’s Center
Square Footage: 201 Square Feet
Services: Reception desk, Furniture for waiting room
Qualities: Indirect natural light, warm and inviting
Bike Rental/Repair Shop
Square Footage: 939 Square Feet
Services: Bike repair supplies and an assortment of rental bikes
Qualities: Well lit, Easily accessible for passing cyclist
Women’s Restroom
Square Footage: 256 Square Feet
Services: Multi-Use, Accessible
Qualities: Visual connection to linear park and visitors
Men’s Restroom
Square Footage: 255 Square Feet
Services: Multi-Use, Accessible
Qualities: Visual connection to linear park and visitors

Experience

Mechanical Rooms
Square Footage: 281 Square Feet
Services: HVAC System and Equipment
Qualities: Not visible from lobby, classroom and cafe’
Non Assigned Spaces (Paths of Egress)
Square Footage: 511 Square Feet
Services: Accessible corridors connecting different spaces
Qualities: Well lit, Wide-comfortable space for egress purposes

Figure 122: Programmatic Relationship Diagram
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Precedent Studies
The Precedent Studies portion of this thesis document is located on pages
20-29.
A. Hoenderloo Lodge, Arnhem Lodge, and Otterlo Lodge (Porter’s Lodge)
B. The High Line (New York City)
C. Golden Gate Bridge Pavilion
D. Uk Pavilion (The Seed Cathedral)
E. Rural Heritage Center

Corten Metal Siding

Site Analysis
The Site Analysis portion of this thesis document is located on pages 3439.

Codes
Occupancy Classification
Assembly (Group: A-3)
Accessory Occupancies
Assembly + Business (Assembly with small amounts of business)
Construction Type
Type IIA (The two buildings on site are classified as Type IIA construction.
The building’s structure will be constructed from 12” steel tube columns
and beams.)
Maximum Travel Distance to an Exit
49 Feet (Code Max: 250 Feet)
Perforated Corten Siding

Maximum Common Path of Travel
41 Feet (Code Max: 75 Feet)
Maximum Dead End Distance
13 Feet (Code Max: 20 Feet)

Structure

12” Steel Tube Columns and Beams

12” steel tube columns and beams.
The existing concrete bridge. (Will act as the building’s foundation)
Structural corten steel (Will act as extra support to columns and beams)

Materials
Corten Metal Siding with perforated metal design. The perforated metal
has a naturalistic apperance which preserves the visual continuity of the
site and helps create a holistic apperance with the context of the naturalistic
site. The exact location of the perforations depended on the placement of
windows and the need for natural light.
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Figure 123: Structural Diagram

Sustainability + Environmental Systems

Figure 125: Solar Panels (Preservation of Energy)

Native Plants and Grasses

Native Wetland

By choosing native plants and native grasses, it will allow the plants to
coexist within the large realm of nature and have an extended life. Native
plants are plants that require less water, fertilizer, and some even have
a natural pesticide. Professionals, such as architects and landscape
architects, have recently went away from using native plantings and this is
the cause for many of the bare urban streetscapes seen around the globe.
If professionals choose to use native plantings, the overall life of a given
project will extend due to the healthiness of the site.

Native wetland are important for many reasons. Wetlands are areas that
accept water when the water levels are high or during storms. Wetlands
are also places were different habitats can coexist. Since wetlands allow
multiple habitats to coexist during flood levels or storms, matter will be
introduced to and from the wetland, directly improving other ecosystems.

Hydrology
Due to the worldwide abuse of water, rainwater harvesting has become very
important in the recent years. It is important because nearly 70 percent of
the earth is covered in water. Yes, that is a lot water but only one percent of
that water is freshwater, or water that serves the nation’s people. Because
of the abuse of water and the extreme temperatures, the demand for water
has never been greater. Rainwater harvesting and all types of rainwater
conservation should be considered and implemented by all designers
in order to enhance the life of not the given project but for the future of
civilization (see Figure 126).

Reuse of Local Materials

Figure 126: Rainwater Harvesting (Hydrology)

If the materials are present, why not use it? No matter the location on
the globe, the natural environment has provide us with amazing materials
that can have multiple uses, some to build shelter with. The use of local
materials is important in construction because of the absence of cost to
get the materials on site. Since the materials are already native to the site,
material cost will go away. Another reason why it is important to build with
local materials is that they fit well within nature and their overall life span is
much greater than a product native to a different environment.

Natural Energy
Solar energy is produced by the sun. Solar energy is one of the most
popular ways to capture, or harness, natural energy in order to create
electricity for our buildings. Natural energy does not only provide electricity
for buildings, it also provides thermal energy, which can heat out buildings
during the cold months. Solar energy is a way were we can capture what
nature gives to us, without harming the environment (see Figure 125).

The Enhancement of Local Habitats
The enhancement of local habitats has to begin with the understanding
of the native species of a specific site or context. Native species of a
specific site include, trees, shrubs, perennials, grasses, birds, bees, and
many different types of mammals. All of these species play an important
role in a given habitat, some not being able to live without the other. Plants
provide food for insects and mammals, and insects provide food for birds.
It is all a life cycle with equal importance (see Figure 127).

Pervious Materials
Pervious materials and the creation of new pervious materials are designed
to allow stormwater runoff through the surface of the material into the
soil so that the water can naturally be filtered. The contrast of pervious
materials is impervious materials. Normal pavement, such as concrete, is
an impervious surface which sheds all water runoff to the nearest source
(see Figure 124).
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Figure 124: Pervious Concrete (Pervious Materials)

Figure 127: Butterfly Garden (Enhancing Local Habitats)

Thesis Statement

Site 1: Metal Museum

Architecture is the organic result of the contextual influences embedded in a place. By this assertion, every place that
makes up the earth’s landscape is different in some way, which has historically resulted in architecture
specific to a place. Current architecture has turned its back on these localized influences and has instead turned to a
universal way of design. Architecture should be local, not universal. By practicing in this manner and by truly
exploring the natural features of a given context, architecture will exemplify unique characteristics of a place,
resulting in architecture which manifests a strong identity. Architecture is not just a building, a structure, a piece of art, or
the natural features of the landscape; it is the harmonic confluence of these elements within a place where true meaning
comes into existence.

Possible Site Location

Site Description

Site Analysis Map

Through analytical research of the context and of the proposed
Harahan Bridge connector trail, a building type has come into
existence within the given context and its circumstances. The
building type for the thesis project will be an interpretive center
and site, celebrating the site’s history, current state and what it
will become through time. The overall design for the Harahan
Bridge Interpretative Center will be based on the direct needs of
the site. By taking this unusual design approach in the
beginning of this process, it allowed the site to direct the
design and essentially tell the designer the building type and
the general use of the site. In thinking this way, the overall
design will arrive, or come into existence, out of the given
context, tying directly into the thesis idea. Some of the
analytical data found on site that will influence the design
include: poor vs. good views, site constraints pertaining to
noise, other existing types of infrastructure, restrictions from
the floodplain, and the Harahan Bridge project.

Site 1: Metal Museum

Site 2: Shelby Farms

Precedent Inspiration

Arnhem Lodge (Porter’s Lodge)

The High Line

Architect: MVRDV Architects
Date: 1996
The design implementation of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive
Center will be greatly influenced by the design of the Porter’s
Lodges. Some of the elements influenced by the context include:
the materials used for the façade, the overall form of the two
buildings, and the exact locations given to many of the on-site
amenities. The corten exterior facade was chosen to relate to the
rustic appearance of the existing bridges, the form was developed
according to some of the site’s oppurtunities/contraints, such as
creating a form that can control the debris coming from the rail line
above, and locations of some site features were given according to
what the site naturally wanted to be, such as the native wetland.

Architect: Diller Scofidio + Refro
Date: 2009
The design implementation of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center
will be greatly influenced by the overall concept and design of The
High Line Park. The lesson to be learned from the highline is that we
as designers can design something new and still pay tribute and
preserve the old. Some of the design elements taken from the
successful High Line Project is the overall use of the linear park, the
different exhibits and seating areas that rail line offers depending on
the location, the amazing views it provides, the many different
sustainable practices, and the way the railroad respects the
socio-ecological spectrum. All of the discussed items will be seen in
the design implementation of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center.

Legend:

Possible Site Location

Site 2: Shelby Farms

-Project Scope

-Good Views

Advantages:
1. Native landscape that provides great opportunity for the user and for possible design.
2. Circulation-Streets are lined with walking paths as well as bike paths. This will allow the designer to continue this “smart” way of design to
allow numerous way of access to the project site.

-Noise

-Moderate Views

-Buildable Areas

-Poor Views

Precedent Sketch:
Arnhem Lodge
(Finding the Form)

Disadvantages:
1. Not many existing buildings- with the consideration of my thesis, I feel that a site with historical features will help explain my concept.
2. Lacking historical and cultural element needed to explain my concept. The building/project will have few contextual elements to grow out of.
3. Other buildings (By Marlon Blackwell Associates) are already proposed for my chosen site.

Precedent Sketch: Arnhem Lodge
(Finding the Form)

Precedent Sketch:
The High Line
(Interactive Signage)

Rural Heritage Center

Architect: Heatherwick Studio
Date: 2010
Due to the Pavilion’s physical appearance and main concept, the
pavilion has been nick-named the ‘The Dandelion’. This name fits it
well due that after the expo, just as seen in a dandelion in the wind,
the cathedrals 60,000 optic filaments, each containing life, will be
distributed to many school around China and the UK. This idea of
distributing and enhancing life of the natural environment acts as the
lesson to be learned from the Uk Pavillion. This idea will be seen in
the design of the Harahan Bridge Interpretive Center through the
implementation of an interpretive classroom, exhibits, and enhancing
the life of many species found on site, such as butterflies, birds and
plants.

Site 3: Harahan Bridge

Advantages:
1. Lush/Rich native landscape provides great opportunity for the user and for possible design. The landscape is a feature that will help the context
tell the story of the design.
2. Circulation- There are four types of circulation present on site. Circulation from automobile, train, bike paths and walking trails help
accommodate the site with numerous points of access.
3. Is a plan for the future- The Harahan Bridge Project is on-going project that has a purpose to connect both Memphis and West Memphis. With a
design implemented in this site, it will act as a beacon to draw people off of the bridge and enjoy the rich contextual elements of the site.
4. Rich in history and culture.

Possible Site Location

Existing Site Section Study:

Abadoned On-Ramp
(Project Location)

Scale: 1”=20’-0”

100 Year Flood
Line

Frisco Bridge

Image 1: The project site is in the flood plain due to its’ close relation to the
Mississippi River. The raises many questions and forces the design of the project to
be off of the ground surface of the site.

Harahan Bridge

Precedent Sketch:
Heritage Center
(Bike Shop-Local Needs)

Disadvantages:
1. Floodplain-The site is just adjacent to the Mississippi River, so when large amounts of rain occurs in the area the site will most likely flood. This
could be looked at both and opportunity and a constraint.
2. Visability- The site is not very visible due to the location of the interstate bridge.

Site Locator Map

-Project Site (Abadoned On-Ramp)

-Harahan Bridge

-Memphis-Arkansas Bridge

-Service Road

-Frisco Bridge

-100 Year Flood Zone

Precedent Sketch: Heritage Center
(Promoting Local Goods)

Precedent Sketch:
Uk Pavilion
(Butterfly Garden)

Image 2: Due to the close relation of the Mississippi River, the site will often flood
and have strong breezes during certain times of the day.

Existing Perspective (Billboard)

More Site Images...

Legend:

Scale: 1”= 120’- 0”

The Appendix 2 portion of this thesis document is located on pages 90-95.
On the following pages are the presentation boards used during my thesis
defense on June 24, 2015.

UK Pavilion (The Seed Cathedral)

Architect: Rural Studio
Date: 2005
The lesson to be learned from the design of the Rural Heritage
Center and Gift shop is that architecture should derive out of the
contextual features and needs to a place. Every place on the globe
is different in some way, shape or form and it is our job to find out
what and how those diverse cultural features can contribute to
design. This idea of unique cultural features influencing design will
be seen in the design implementation of the Harahan Bridge
Interpretive Center.

Site 3: Harahan Bridge (On-Ramp)

Precedent Sketch: The High Line
(Sectional Features)

Appendix 2 Presentation Boards

Precedent Sketch: Uk Pavilion
(Bird’s Nest-Enhancing Habitats)

Preliminary Site Plan
SCALE: 1”= 30’- 0”

Preliminary Sketch: Bird’s Nest
(Enhancing Local Habitats)

Project Site

Preliminary Sketch: Art Garden
(Hummingbird Exhibit)

Existing Perspective (Frisco Bridge)

Preliminary Sketch: Rubble
Catchment System

2011 Mississippi River Floods:
“The Mississippi River floods in April and May 2011
were among the largest and most damaging recorded
along the U.S. waterway in the past century, comparable
in extent to the major floods of 1927 and 1993. In April
2011, two major storm systems deposited record levels
of rainfall on the Mississippi River watershed. When that
additional water combined with the springtime
snowmelt, the river and many of its tributaries began to
swell to record levels by the beginning of May. In May
2011, the site experienced water level reaching nearly
20 feet in height.”

Existing Perspective (Flood Level)

Existing Perspective (Flood Level)

Preliminary Sketch:
Educational Native Wetland

Preliminary Sketch: Berm
Seating (Food Truck Loop)

Existing Perspective (On-Ramp)
Proposed Site Section

Interpretive Center

NOT TO SCALE

Observation Area

Preliminary Sketch: Interpretive
Center (Main Building)

Interactive Billboard

Bird’s Nest
Watchtower

Site Description

Site Analysis Map

The site chosen for the implementation of the thesis project
is located in West Memphis, Arkansas at the foot of the
Harahan Bridge. The project site is rich in history and culture
and is filled with many unique site characteristics. Some of
the unique features include: three bridges-Harahan, Frisco,
and Memphis-Arkansas; wetlands; grasslands; and, a
covering of many plant species that give the site a jungle-like
appearance. These features are just some of the
characteristics for why the site was chosen. The selection of
this site also takes into account the Harahan Bridge
Project. By allowing the contextual features and influences
to act as the basis for design, the design implementation will
then take on a contextualized appearance, becoming a living
entity within the context of the place.
Legend:
-Project Scope

Design Process

Beginning the
Process..
All sketches were
direct results from the
needs of the site..
Abandoned On-Ramp
Linear Park

Bird’s
Nest

Hummingbird
Exhibit

Observation
Area
Bike
Shop
Wetland
Exhibit

Interpretive
Center
Interactive Butterfly
Billboard Garden

Site Impacted Sketch:
Cafe’ (Promoting Local Goods)

Site Plan
SCALE: 1”= 30’- 0”

Legend:
1. Service Road
2. Pervious Parking Lot (With flow-through planter)
3. Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
4. In-Gound Berm Seating
5. Local Food Truck Stop (With seating area)
6. The Look-Out (Multiple views of site & to the city of memphis)
7. Interactive Billboard
8. Signage
9. Butterfly Garden
10. Native Wetland
11. Debris Collection Area
12. Bird’s Nest (Multiple views of site and exploration of local habitats)

13. In-Ground Stairs (ReUsed railroad tracks from the Harahan Bridge)
14. The Art-Perennial Garden (Exploration of local species)
15. Linear Park (Seating Area)
16. Interactive Classroom
17. Cafe’
12
18. Bike Shop
19. Rain-Water Harvesting Area
20. Solar Panels (With seating Area)

-Active Railroad

-High Speed (Interstate 55)

-Pedestrian Traffic

19

14

-Slow Traffic

-Native Vegetation

20

11

10
18

13

Food Truck
Loop
Watchtower

16

Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
3

15
17
9
8

Site Impacted Sketch:
Observation Points

4
7

Project Goals and Objectives

Image 1: Main to Main scope of work will cover 10 miles and consists of five
segments including uptown, main street mall, south main, bridge/connection and
across to West Memphis.

Existing Site Section:

Abadoned On-Ramp

Scale: 1”=20’-0”

100 Year Flood
Line

Frisco Bridge

2. To create a place that acts as a beacon to draw visitors across that Harahan Bridge as well as the
vehicular traffic coming from the I-55.
A) To provide a place that helps promote the connection of the two cities(Memphis, Tennessee
and West Memphis, Arkansas).
B) To provide areas that will attractive cyclist and other pedestrian circulation from the
proposed Harahan Bridge Project.
a) The implementation of areas that not only attract visitors to the site but also areas that have provided
recreational use to entertain for a period of time(café, snackbar, bike rental/repair shop, and interactive classroom).

Harahan Bridge

Image 2: The three main systems of transportation include proposed biking/
walking paths on the Harahan Bridge, travel by train on the Frisco Bridge and
high-speed vehicular traffic that crosses the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge on I-55.

Figure 128: Presentation Boards (Group 1)

1. To create a place that celebrates the historical/cultural and the surrounding contextual elements of the site.
A) To provide a place that will hold both art and historical features that pertain to the local
history and culture of the Mississippi River Delta, the Harahan Bridge and the connection
between the two cities.
B) To provide look-out points/areas that show the true beauty of the site (These areas should
provide the ability to explore the natural beauty of the site and the surrounding landscape).
C) To provide areas that celebrate the natural environment and the other features of the site.
a) The use of existing local materials and materials that provide visual continuity between the old and new.

5

6

Site Impacted Sketch:
Bike Shop

1

2

Site Impacted Sketch:
Watchtower (Look-Out Point)
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3. To create a place that is an example of a contextual regenerative site.
A) To provide site elements that enhance and promote life of the different habitats on site.
B) To provide a design that is self-sustaining and acts as one whole system.

Figure 129: Presentation Boards (Group 2)

Figure 130: Presentation Boards (Group 3)

Floor Plans

Butterfly Garden

SCALE: 1/8”= 1’- 0”

Existing Columns
Of Elevated On-Ramp

Legend:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Seating Area (Linear Park )
Interactive Classroom
Storage Room
Mechanical Room
Vistor’s Center
Stairs to Lower Level
Mechanical Room
Cafe’
Men’s Restroom

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Women’s Restroom
Unisex Restroom
Bike Shop
Lower Deck
Pump Station

American Beautyberry

11.

3.
Interactive Classroom
2.

Butterfly Attracting Plants

Proposed Columns

Native Wetland Perspective

Enlarged Site Plan
SCALE: 1”= 10’- 0”

Aster

Legend:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bike Shop
12.

Butterfly Iris

Joe Pye Weed

Sneezeweed Plant

Milkweed Plant

Main Trail
Native Wetland Area
Boardwalk
Recycled Debris Platforms
Rainwater Harvesting System

5.

4

5

4.
10.

Structural Diagram

9.

5

- Weathering Corten Steel (By Nippon Steel)
Corten Steel was chosen due to it’s
rustic/weathering appearance and is a
material in which will age and grow within
the site.

1.

Cafe’
8.

3

Spicebush

7.

Wetland to Bird’s Nest Perspective

2

Queen-Ane Lace

6.

1

“A True Lifecycle”

Butterflies of the Region

Eggs

Goatweed
Leafwing

Lower Deck
13.

Common
Buckeye

American
Copper

Monarch

Red
Spotted

Golden
Banded

Larva

- Perforated corten siding
is a creative way to allow
natural light inside of the
main structures.

Pump Station
14.

Site Features
Boardwalk

Adult Butterfly
Blacktiger
Swallowtail

- 12” Steel Tube (By O’Neal Steel)
The 12” steel tube structure was
chosen because of it’s flexibility
and it’s strength to withhold
unorthodoxed angles.

American
Snout

Painted
Lady

Zebra Tail

Educational
Purposes

Native
Species

Interactive
Signage

Morning
Cloak

Chrysalis

The Arrival....

Native + Invasive Plant Species
Decidous Holly

Butterfly Garden Perspective

Enlarged Site Plan

Enhancing Local Habitats

Bird Attracting Plants

SCALE: 1”= 10’- 0”

Swamp Chestnut Oak

Legend:

Iron Wood Tree

American Sweetgum

Johnson Grass

Japanese Honeysuckle

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Main Trail
Signage
Interactive Billboard
Butterfly Attracting Plants
Butterfly Garden Seating Area
Repurposed Seating
Sculpture Garden
Path to Native Wetland

8

Bee Balm Plant

Butterfly Bush

Chaste Tree

Flowering Quince

Recycled
Power Poles

6
7
5

Butterfly Garden to Native Wetland Perspective

1

Recycled
Pallets

4
Chinese Privet

Kudzu

2

The Bird’s Nest Structure is made
from recycled power poles and
pallets.

3

Interpretive Signage

“A Lifecycle with Purpose”

Birds of the Region

Entrance Perspective

Site Features
Sculpture
Garden

Seeds

Red Tail
Hawk
Interactive
Signage

Enhancing
Habitats

American
Robin

Re-Use of Local
Materials

Brown
Cowbird

Cattle
Egret

Great Horned
Owl

Native Plants

Night
Heron

Birds feeding
off of insects

** Recycled car
hood from the
adjacent junk yard.

Killdeer

Wood
Duck

Woopeckers
(Variety)

Humminbirds
(Variety)

Ring Billed
Gull

“Without insects
we would have no
birds..”

Enlarged Site Plan

Food Truck Loop Perspective

1

Native Wetland Exhibit

SCALE: 1”= 10’- 0”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plants of the Wetland
Cattail Plant

Legend:

Blazing Star Plant

2

Main Trail
Interactive Billboard
Food Truck Loop
Local Food Truck Stop (With Seating Area)
Memphis-Arkansas Bridge

Cardinal Flower

Bird’s Nest to Art Garden Perspective

Enlarged Site Plan
SCALE: 1”= 10’- 0”

1

Legend:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3

Insects

Main Trail To Upper Level
Signage
Recycled Railroad Track Steps
Bird Attracting Plants
Art Garden (With Seating)
Upper Level (Linear Park)

Goldenrod

2
4
5
3

4

Louisiana Swamp Iris

Native Reed Grass

Red Milkweed Plant

Yellow Candroot

Watchtower Perspective

Site Features
Enhancing Local
Communities

Art Garden Perspective

6

Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
5

Site Features
Local Events
(Holidays)

Promoting Local
Businesses

Plant Level Diagram

Bird Nesting
“Enhancing
Habitats”
Canopy

Spruce Pine/Long Leaf Pine

Large Understory

American Sweetgum
Black Gum
Cedar Elm
Wax Myrtle
Tulip Tree
Swamp Chestnut Oak

Local Products

Re-Use of Local
Materials

Small Understory
Silverbell
Southern Crabapple
Ironwood
Indigo Bush
Deciduous Holly

Invasive Plants

Kudzu
Chinese Tallow Tree
Tropical Soda Apple Tree

Figure 131: Presentation Boards (Group 4)

Figure 132: Presentation Boards (Group 5)

Interactive
Signage

Educational
Purposes

Wetland Plants

Cattail Plant
Louisiana Swamp Iris
Red Milkweed

Large Shrubs

Red Buckeye
American Beautyberry
Buttonbush
Summersweet
Arrow-Wood Viburnum

Small Shrubs

Native
Species

Re-Use of Local
Materials

Dwarf Huckleberry
Virginia Sweetspire
Groundsel Bush
Elliot’s Blueberry
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Groundcover

Reed Grass
Johnson Grass
Pine Lily
St-Johns-Wort
Native Fountain Grass

Figure 133: Presentation Boards (Group 6)

Linear Park (Abandoned On-Ramp)

Linear Park Elements

Bird’s

Section Drawing

Eye

SCALE: 1/4”= 1’- 0”

Vending Area

Bollards

Numerous Seating Areas

Outdoor Dining Area

Linear Park + Site
Choosing native plants and grasses
allows developed landscapes to
coexist with nature, rather than
compete with it. The benefits of
native landscaping are fueling a
gardening movement that says “no”
to pesticides and fertilizers and “yes”
to biodiversity and creating more
sustainable landscapes. Novice and
professional gardeners/landscape
architects should turn to native
landscaping to manage storm water,
reduce maintenance, and promote
plant and wildlife conservation.

Excess heat exhaust will occur through
perforated corten metal siding
(Perforations will occur throughout the building)
Custom Bike Racks

Native Wetland
Importance of the Native Wetland
Native wetlands are important for many reasons.
Wetlands accept water during storms and whenever
water levels are high. When water levels are low,
wetlands slowly release water. Wetlands also release
vegetative matter into rivers, which helps feed fish in
rivers, eventually helping other ecosystems. Unlike
most other habitats, wetlands directly improve other
ecosystems.

Elevator to
Lower Level

Air Circulation

Stairs to
Lower Level

Main Corridor

Pump Station + Flow-Through Planters

Fixed
Seating

Solar Farm with Seating

Rain Water Harvesting
Why is recycling water and rainwater harvesting
important? It is important because about 75 percent of
earth is covered in water. It sounds like a lot, but only
1 percent of that is freshwater, available for serving the
water needs of more than 6.6 billion people in the world
today. Because of drought and pollution, that 1 percent
is slowly dwindling. To make matters worse, the world’s
population continues to grow, increasing the demand
for water. Water conservation should not be considered
an option any longer. Current circumstances require our
full attention if we hope to thrive as a civilization.

Supply
Suspended
Air Duct

Lower Deck

Pump Station

Highline Inspiration....

Section Detail

Solar energy is produced by the
sun. It can be harnessed like any
other type of energy and used to
create electricity to run buildings.
Buildings can also be heated by
the thermal energy produced by
the sun. Best of all, solar energy
is free and does not compromise
the environment.

Solar Panels (Solar Energy)

Corten Exterior Siding

Planter with Seating

Pervious Concrete on Bridge

Observation Area

Enhancing Local Habitats

The enhancement of local habitats
begins with the understanding of
the native species of a
specific site. A native plant garden
or large planting with a diversity
of trees, shrubs, perennials, and
grasses provides food and shelter
for insects, birds, and mammals
throughout the growing season.
Native plants provide food for
insects, and insects provide food
for birds. With no insects, we
would have no birds.

Importance of Native Species

Heat Exhaust

Bird’s Nest +
Butterfly Garden

Food Truck Stop +
Interactive Classroom

SCALE: 1/4”=1’-0”

42” ADA
Handrail

100 Year Flood Line
(Historical 10’ Line)

West

Local Materials and Goods

Nature Trails + Seating

If the materials are present, why
not use it? In almost all localities,
nature has provided us with some
wonderful materials to build with.
Because these materials require
little processing or transporting,
the environmental and economic
costs are low. One of the beauties
of building with local materials is
that they seem to fit well with the
feeling of the place, naturally.

Use of Local/Pervious Materials
Pervious materials were designed
to allow percolation or infiltration of
stormwater through the surface into
the soil below where the water is
naturally filtered and pollutants are
removed. In contrast normal
pavement is an impervious surface
that sheds water run off directly into
nearby water sources.

Sustainability

East

“The Highline is an
adaptive reuse project
that can be an example
for all design..”

Runoff to native water-loving
plants on ground level

Site Section (North-South)
NOT TO SCALE

Pump Station Perspective

Enlarged Site Plan (Lower Level Platform)

Section Drawing

SCALE: 1/8”= 1’- 0”

SCALE: 1/4”= 1’- 0”

1

Legend:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stair Access to Ground Level
Observation Area
Elevator to Main Level
Stair Access to Main Level
Pump Station

Memphis-Arkansas
Bridge

5

2

Interactive Billboard

Look-Out Point
Watchtower

Enhancing Local Habitats
Butterfly Garden

Bike Shop

Frisco Bridge

Native Wetland

Observation Area
(Solar Area With Seating)

Harahan Bridge

Site Section (East-West)
NOT TO SCALE

3
4
Corten Exterior Siding

Main Corridor
Entry to
Interpretive Center

reUSED Railroad
Track Bollards

Pump Station Perspective (Diagram)

42” ADA Handrail
Existing
Handrail

Site Features
Interactive
Signage

Suspended
Air Duct

Rainwater
Cistern

Educational
Purposes

Movement of water through
the pump station (Harvested
water to cistern-from cistern
to pump-from pump back
into building)....

Existing Abandoned
On-Ramp
100 Year Flood Line
(Historical 10’ Line)

Outdoor
Seating

West

Trail

Enhancing Local Habitats
Bird’s Nest

Enhancing Local Habitats
Art Garden (Hummingbird Exhibit)

Linear Park
Interpretive Center
Cafe
Bike Shop

Interactive Billboard

Look-Out Point
Watchtower

Food Truck Stop

Figure 136: Presentation Boards (Group 9)

Exterior
Elevator

East

Interior Perspective (Cafe’)

Interpretive Center (Interactive Classroom)

Linear Park Perspective

Continuation of the Journey....

Industrial Sink

Interior Perspective (Cafe’)

Movable Desk and Instructional Supplies

Raised Planter Beds made from Recycled Materials

Natural Light from Perforated Corten Siding

Section Detail

Site Features
Learning
Local

Bike Shop Entrance Perspective

Interior Perspective (Info. Desk)
Educational
Purposes

Hands-On
Experience

Local
Vendors

SCALE: 1/4”=1’-0”

Observation Area Perspective

Interactive
Classes

Excess water runoff from pvc
pipe to rainwater cistern for
reuse...

Figure 134: Presentation Boards (Group 7)

Figure 135: Presentation Boards (Group 8)
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Appendix 3 Process
The Appendix 3 portion of this thesis document is located on pages 96103. On the following pages are the process drawings and the abstract art
piece which were proposed during the spring semester of 2015.

Figure 137: Preliminary Form Studies
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Figure 138: Preliminary Sectional Studies

Figure 139: Elevation Studies
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Figure 140: Plan Studies
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Figure 141: Facade Studies

Figure 142: Sectional Relationship Studies

Abstract Art Piece
The abstract art piece is a symbol of how the visual continuity of an existing
context can be easily broken by not considering the contextual features
of a place. The art piece was made out of a natural, un-touched piece of
wood, symbolizing the natural landscape, and a series of interlocking rebar,
symbolizing new buildings and architecture that are implemented into the
natural landscape. By painting one of the interlocking rebars white, it shows
how the visual continuity of a given context can be easily broken. If the
context acted as the basis for design, the visual continuity could have been
maintained and the entire picture would have a holistic appearance, which
is seen in the design implemented for this thesis (see Figures 143,144, and
145).
Figure 144: Abstract Art Piece (Perspective)

“Breaking Visual Continuity”

Figure 145: Abstract Art Piece (Bird’s Eye + Overlook)
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Figure 143: Preserving Visual Continuity. The abstract art piece symbolizes how visual continuity can be broken in the surrounding context if not respected and taken into consideration.

